Abstract. Available GPUs provide increasingly more processing power especially for multimedia and digital signal processing. Despite the tremendous progress in hardware and thus processing power, there are and always will be applications that require using multiple GPUs either running inside the same machine or distributed in the network due to computational intensive processing algorithms.
Introduction
Since GPUs are especially designed for stream processing and free programmable, they are well suited to be used for multimedia or digital signal processing. Available many-core technologies like Nvidia's Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [1] on top of GPUs simplify development of highly parallel algorithms running on a single GPU.
However, there are still many obstacles and problems when programming applications for GPUs. In general, a GPU can only execute algorithms for processing data, we call kernels, while the corresponding control logic still has to be executed on the CPU. The main problem for a software developer is that a kernel runs in a different address space than the application itself. To exchange data between the application and the kernel or between different GPUs within the same machine, specialized communication mechanisms (e.g., DMA data transfer), memory areas, and special scheduling strategies have to be used. This seriously complicates integrating GPUs into applications as well as combining algorithms for multimedia or digital signal processing running on CPUs and GPUs or have to be distributed in the network. Available open distributed multimedia middleware solutions such as the Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM) [2] provide a general abstraction for stream processing using a flow graph based approach. This allows an application to specify stream processing by combining different processing elements to a flow graph, each representing a single algorithm or processing step. A unified messaging system allows to send large data blocks, called buffer, and events. This enables the usage of these middleware solutions for data driven as well as event driven stream processing. Furthermore, they consider the network as an integral part of their architecture and allow transparent use and control of local and remote components. The important aspect in this context is that an open distributed multimedia middleware like NMM strongly supports the specialization of all its components to different technologies while still providing a unified architecture for application development.
Thus, the general idea presented in this paper is to treat GPUs and CPUs within a single machine in the same way as a distributed system. We will show that using an open distributed multimedia middleware for stream processing allows (1) to seamlessly integrate processing components using GPUs while completely hiding GPU specific issues from the application developer, (2) to transparently combine processing components using GPUs or CPUs, and (3) to transparently use local and remote GPUs for distributed processing. This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe the essential components of NMM for stream processing on GPUs. Section 3 discusses related work and Section 4 presents the integration of CUDA into NMM. Section 5 shows how to use multiple local or distributed GPUs for processing. Section 6 presents performance measurements showing that multimedia applications using CUDA can even improve their performance when using our approach. Section 7 concludes this paper and highlights future work.
Open Distributed Multimedia Middleware
Distributed Flow Graph: To hide technology specific issues as well as used networking protocols from the application, NMM uses the concept of a distributed flow graph, providing a strict separation of media processing and media transmission as can be seen in Figure 1 . The nodes of a distributed flow graph represent 
